
 Some A5 sheets of paper 
with a red line drawn 
horizontally on each about 
a quarter of the way down 
the sheet (see image)

 A pencil

 A favourite teddy or doll 
(optional)

10–15 minutes

WORD CHALLENGE

‘Word Challenge’ Game: 

Explain to your child that they are going to be a ‘problem-solver’ and that you are going to give them some 
‘challenges’ to solve. Make it clear that they can use paper and a pencil to help them if they wish – put these near 
your child for when they need them. 

Whether they answer correctly or incorrectly, ask them to give reasons for their answers, for example: Why do you 
think so? How did you find out? This allows them to explain how they arrived at their conclusions, clarifying the 
process for themselves so that they learn to reflect on their own thought processes. If your child cannot do this 
easily, use questions to prompt them, for example: What did you think about first? And what did that tell you? 
Then what did you think about? 

Get ready to model an example question (see image top right) – your thinking to solve it and how to create a 
prompt to help you. 

Say, and draw accordingly at the appropriate moment: The first challenge to solve is: Which girl has the longest 
hair if Kate’s hair is shorter than Mary’s?  Let your child think for a moment and then say: So we know there are 2 
girls, Kate and Mary. I’m going to put a K for Kate and a M for Mary above the red line. Now I’m going to draw a 
line for Kate and a line for Mary. We know that Kate’s hair is shorter than Mary’s so I’m going to draw a short line 
for Kate and then a longer line for Mary. So, who has the longest hair? (Mary). 

Check that it is clear, and tell your child you have more challenges for them. Remind them once more that they 
could solve any that they have difficulty with by drawing lines or even circles of different sizes to represent the 
information given in the challenge and using the person’s initials for identification.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can listen attentively to verbal information and use it to solve ‘word problems’.
Your child can create visual models of verbal problems involving a seriation relationship, and use the models to help them solve
problems.
Your child can explain how they reached their solutions to problems.

To use substitute shapes to create a visual model of invisible qualities
To create a visual model of a complex verbal description (non-sequential dictation) 
using a seriation row of substitute shapes (drawn lines or circles)
To use a visual model (a seriation row) as a point of reference for solving problems 
To develop listening skills – listen attentively and follow implicit instructions to solve ‘word problems’
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You could make up similar 
challenges for a car journey or 

spontaneously at any other 
moment when you have time 

and a pad of paper and a 
pencil to hand. Keep them 

simple!



If they struggle with any, repeat the question slowly and talk them through how they could create a visual prompt for that particular scenario. Allow 
your child to make the prompt. After doing a few, they will likely be able to do the rest alone, even the ones with more people involved. 

If they make any mistakes, simply repeat the sentence with the information and have them check their prompt matches what you say. 

If you think your child needs more motivation to participate in this activity, or would get more enjoyment out of it, you could have their teddy or doll 
‘joining in’ – you could pretend they don’t understand and ask your child to explain their answer to them and/or show and explain their prompt.

‘2 people’ scenarios (your child may well be able to do these without creating a visual model at all):

1. Jos and Leo live in different houses. One lives in a big house, one lives in a small house. Who lives in the small house if Jos lives in the big house? 
(Leo).

2. Which boy can jump higher if Ken jumps lower than Mike? (Mike)

3. Samantha and Anna played Snakes and Ladders. One of them won three games, the other won two games. Who won twice if Samantha won 
three times? (Anna)

‘3 people’ scenarios:

4. Which of these children is the tallest if Jane is taller than Tim, and Tim is taller than David? (Jane)

5. Alexander’s hair is darker than Stuart’s, and Stuart’s hair is darker than Nelson’s. Who has the darkest hair? (Alexander). Who has the lightest hair? 
(Nelson)

6. Who is the best singer if Olivia sings better than Tanya, but worse than Kathy? (Kathy)

‘4 people’ scenarios:

7. Which of these children is the oldest, if Lisa is younger than Nisha, Nisha is younger than Chloe and Chloe is younger than Vera? (Vera)

8. Which of these boys is the youngest if Nick is older than Kevin, Kevin is older than Robert, and Robert is older than John? (John)

When you have finished, tell your child that they should be very proud of themselves for being such a great problem solver and for creating and 
using such clear prompts to help them find the right answer to each challenge when they needed to.

WORD CHALLENGE – continued
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